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NOTHING WILL EVER BE THE SAME.
Galactic Federation of
Free Worlds
Greetings.

We are the Galactic Federation of Free Worlds and we come into this now
where you are feeling the beginnings of change. Depending on the course of its
evolution, to some it brings greater karmic cleansing, to others it incorporates
more essence of joy. For each of you everything is in its place. Everyone is
eager to feel the change in their heart vibration. A whole new life is beginning
for you, and you should start getting used to seeing beyond your five senses.
Completely new incomprehensible and amazing perceptions will arise in most
of you that you will have to master so that you can understand the world around
you. They are almost there, they still need to take a few more jumps, before the
final spark or the beginning of the new paradigm. We are not here to judge you
but to give you an understanding of what is happening right now. Everyone
evolves according to the choices they make as a result of their free will. No one
should interfere with your initiatory journey. You are the only teachers aboard
your own ship, however making sure that you are doing well, that everything
evolves well here on Earth is part of our service. Just as a mother does with
her children, our greatest desire is to see them grow and prosper. We want the
best for all of you and for GAIA (Earth). As you are already seeing, nothing will
ever be the same. As a whole new world is emerging, the old structures in
which they had to strive to get what they needed are collapsing. They will have
to learn to be humble in everything. A new world will be opened to them where
they will experience incipient discoveries, options, perceptions and learning.
Everything they are going to undertake will have the flavor of discovery and the
conquest of the heart. Your center will occupy the main place of your choices
before deciding something, you will first pass it through the filter of the heart. In
the world of tomorrow, the space of the heart will be the center where you will
consider and consider your wise decisions for the common good of all, of life in
general and of GAIA. We have carefully studied the possibilities available from
various timelines and everything corresponds to its evolution. On this
magnificent planet, the old days of destruction, war without reprisals and
discord are already part of the past. The old and sterile battles will give way to
a time of peace and reconstruction of new civilizations respectful of the temple
of GAIA and of all LIFE. Before you, other civilizations have already tried and
failed, and now you, with the spark of love from your inner depths, are going to
recreate again the work where those failed. However, not everyone will walk in
the same way, although all together they will go in the same direction of unity.
We really see how his heart and his chakras are wide open. All of the crown
chakras beat in unison and in beautiful synchronicity with the heart chakra of
the Earth. We are witnessing the birth of your new dimension of being. We are
delighted at this near advent and at the state you will experience, which is why
we have come to offer you our assistance. We are very happy to witness this
splendid spectacle of its magnificent evolution that is also marking the entire
galaxy. We are proud and happy for this great leap that you are about to take,
where time is not important. In which only your intention to continuously
progress in your processes counts. So remain centered in your heart and in the
joy of your soul, despite the dark events of recent times, as these also mark the
end of an era and the paradigm of duality. Just as the water cleanses the ink,
let the rain of the new times wash away the ailments and the darkness, so that
the brilliant light of the sun's rays takes its rightful place in your heart. Let the
heart rejoice. Know how to appreciate what you are going through because
when you have done it, you will finally realize the distance you have come and
perceive the strength and courage it has taken to reach this precise moment of

rebirth of the divine spark in your heart. Your race, just as ours did before it, is
going to make a huge leap in its evolution and we can't wait to see how you do.
Our faith is in you. Leave us the pain of darkness and the illusion around you
that depresses you. Let the colors of your heart shine brighter and brighter in
heaven and on earth. Trust your inner home and go to meet your soul, as this
will greatly help you to shine that light in this ascension process. Let the inner
light of the soul shine brightly into your home. Let the child souls enlighten you
and freely transcend into the new age. Stay united, focused and confident that
everything will work out because it will.
All of us have gone through this process before you, trust that it will work out.
Your choices and decisions are ours, you are us, we are you. We are part of
the unity through the same divine spark. Do not be distracted by false
information. Focus on the joy that the spirit brings you and even if the
conditions are not what you expected. Share these moments from the heart.
The strength of love goes beyond borders and any imposed barrier. Nothing is
stronger than love. Stay united by the heart, be creative and reinvent new
codes and use them to flood the hearts of your loved ones, so that you can
overcome the barriers of illusion. As you read and listen to us, feel the great
strength of our love.

Thank you very much to all. we love you so much
With love, your sisters and brothers of the Galactic Federation of Free
Worlds

